
Montreal takes corruption fight to civil court 
Montreal appears to be systematically withholding payment to companies that have been 

accused of rigging contracts, corrupting municipal officials and making illegal political 

donations. 
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MONTREAL—The contract to rebuild a tiny bridge over a bucolic creek in the northern 
reaches of Montreal merited barely a mention when it was awarded in 2008. 

Five years later, an unpaid $428,937.78 bill from the engineering firms that oversaw the 
construction work gives a peek into how Quebec’s largest city appears to be systematically 
withholding payment to companies that have been accused of rigging contracts, corrupting 
municipal officials and making illegal political contributions to ensure a steady stream of 
work. 

Employees from the two engineering companies, SNC-Lavalin and Dessau, have 
admitted before the ongoing provincial corruption commission to billing Montreal for 
work that was never done and using the payments to meet the financing demands of 
political parties. 

No proof has been presented to indicate the firms acted improperly while overseeing repair 
work on the short bridge that runs above the Bertrand Creek. However, the $2.8-million 
contract was among those that were “organized” in advance by a long-running construction 
cartel, according to testimony at the commission. 

So when the request came in last August from Dessau executive Jean Mastropietro for final 
payment, the response a month later from city transport director Claude Carrette was polite 
but blunt: take it up with our lawyers. 

That is exactly what SNC-Lavalin and Dessau, as well as several other firms that have been 
implicated in the long-running system of collusion, have done. 
 
Justice France Charbonneau is conducting the public inquiry into Quebec’s 
corruption problems, which has already resulted in condemnations in the court of public 
opinion. 

But the real fight over the millions in tax dollars that have been lost to companies, crooked 
city workers and organized crime is being refereed by judges schooled in contract law. 

It’s a two-way fight. 

The City of Montreal made a great show in May of filing lawsuits against individuals who 
have admitted to offering and accepting bribes. 

Former city engineer Gilles Surprenant took an estimated $521,300 in bribes and admitted it 
before Charbonneau. Just a month before the admission, he sold his $335,300 home to 
daughter Julie for $1. A lawsuit against him claims the sale was a deliberate attempt to avoid 
paying back the bribe money. 

“The defendant was seeking, from all available evidence, to protect himself from the legal 
consequences stemming from the fraudulent acts that he committed against the City of 



Montreal when he was still in its employ,” says the statement of claim. A statement of 
defence hasn’t yet been filed. 

Also being sued is former city engineer Luc Leclerc, who finalized a divorce from his wife and 
transferred to her all the rights to their $736,200 home nearly two months before he 
admitted before the commission to having been corrupted by construction and engineering 
firms, pocketing $550,000 and enjoying a trip to the Dominican Republic in the company of 
Surprenant and reputed Mafia godfather Vito Rizzuto. 

“He was an excellent travelling companion,” Leclerc testified at the commission. “He’s an 
excellent golfer as well as someone with a sense of humour and very respectful.” 

A statement of defence hasn’t yet been filed in the lawsuit. 

The flurry of city lawsuits also includes a $300,000 claim against former construction boss 
Lino Zambito and Genius, an engineering firm that oversaw a $10-million sewer project, for 
conspiring to have the city pay out for unnecessary additional costs. 

The tactic is now popularly known in Quebec as charging for “false extras.” Zambito admitted 
to the scheme at the Charbonneau probe last fall. No statement of defence has yet been filed. 
“The city believes that the people who testify at the Charbonneau commission have immunity 
from criminal prosecution, but not a civil claim,” ex-Montreal mayor Michael Applebaum 
proclaimed at the time, shortly before he was arrested on corruption and fraud charges and 
forced to resign his post. 

The aggressive tone out of city hall has not dissuaded other firms accused of bid-rigging from 
demanding payment on their contracts. 

In one instance, a lawsuit has been filed by Garnier Construction. Garnier head Joe 
Borsellino was a reluctant witness when he appeared before the corruption probe, testifying 
that he had been mysteriously assaulted in July 2009 — possibly by a competitor — resulting 
in a seven-hour facial reconstruction surgery and glaring gaps in his memory. 

He admitted under questioning to participation in a system of collusion among construction 
firms. 

“So if a project was financially important for an entrepreneur,” he was asked, “it would be 
more likely to make him want to participate in acts of collusion?” 

“Exactly,” Borsellino said. 

But the memory gaps thwarted the commission’s attempts to run through a list of 24 city 
contracts Garnier won, including a $6.3-million sewer contract in downtown Montreal, to see 
if the bids had been rigged. Garnier’s final bill included $547,333.70 worth of extra charges — 
47 in all. 

The city’s failure to pay those charges has bumped the dispute into the courts. 

Most of the cases against the city of Montreal hardly make mention of fraud or collusion. A 
municipal spokesman said that each of the suits is being contested individually and would 
not say whether withholding payment was a deliberate attempt to get even for the fraud and 
corruption that have plagued the city. 



But in one statement of defence, to a $2.3-million suit, the city makes clear its reason for 
withholding payment. The demand for payment on seven different projects is being made by 
Catcan Enterprises, a construction firm whose bosses, Antonio and Paolo Catania, were 
charged in March with fraud and breach of trust. 

The lawsuit was filed a few months before the arrest and has been delayed until October, in 
part because the lawyer for the city, Martin St-Jean, has been tied up at the Charbonneau 
commission. 

St-Jean may well be taking notes at the inquiry that will be put to use in at least part of the 
city’s defence of the lawsuit, according to documents filed in the case. 

“Following certain testimony given at the (commission) the City of Montreal has serious 
reasons to believe that it has been the victim of a system of collusion in which the claimant 
has participated, and of the systematic corruption of certain of its bureaucrats,” the 
statement says. 

 


